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Background
● Accepted Pleasantville position in February of 2014

● Induction interviews clarified improving instruction as THE 

priority

○ “No compelling or understood vision for effective 
instruction”



Why focus on this work?
● Board Goal #1: Improve District Communication

● Board Goal #2: Begin short-term and long-range strategic 

planning

● Board Goal #3: Improve teaching and learning

● Board Goal #4: Improve Student and Employee Safety



Why an “instructional playbook”



A new vision for instruction
● District had been focusing on good “stuff”

○ PLC
○ IPI
○ MtSS
○ Focus on assessment (formative and summative)
○ Instructional goals / learning targets / success criteria
○ Standards based grading
○ Active engagement instructional strategies



Intended outcomes
What is the IPB: Non-evaluative framework that clarifies a 

consistent vision and expectations for what good instruction looks 

like in our district.  Used as a tool for:

● Mentoring and induction

● Professional development

● Peer observation and feedback

● Instructional coaching framework

● Making the ITCDP process meaningful



Challenges with our process (early on)
● Met with district leadership team in April 2014 (prior to 

starting in Pleasantville) to get started with IPB
● Learned this DLT clearly had some issues
● Evident some of the wrong people were on that bus
● Focused on different priorities
● Scrapped plan to develop IPB with that team until I got my 

feet on the ground



Continued challenges with our process
Even with the right people on the DLT bus and the bus 
headed in right direction we still encountered the following 
challenges:

1) TIME
2) Availability and cost for subs was prohibitive
3) Pace was excruciatingly slow



Finally got it right...
After 12 months we finally found the right mix of people and 
strategy:

1) Downsized our group
a) Principals, Instructional Coaches, and AEA RD

2) Refocused our conversations as Coach & Admin team around:
a) Identifying instructional priorities for our model
b) Determining which areas of instruction we got the most leverage
c) Take something messy and turn it into a framework

3) IPB was often sole agenda topic at our weekly meetings



Priorities for this work
● Design a non-evaluative framework that generates:

○ Reflective conversations that help teachers recognize 
the beliefs and behaviors that affect their classroom 
practice

○ Professional conversations among collaborative teams
○ Coaching conversations that move teachers closer to 

accomplishing their goals
○ Professional motivation and movement



Initial topics we “discussed”
1) Instructional priorities or “elements”
2) Authors & research we would leverage
3) Intentionality of non-evaluative tool
4) Framework organization and levels of performance



● We currently have 15 
rubrics ready to roll out in 
fall 2018

● Estimate we have about 
25 left to complete



Authors we leveraged



Where do we go from here?
● Work our plans for instructional playbook

○ Roll out to all teachers in August 2018
○ Ongoing PD for teachers

■ Inter rater reliability / shared understanding
○ Teachers establish ITCDPs around IPB
○ Instructional coaches use framework for coaching 

conversations
○ Mentoring and modeling
○ Continue to round out the IPB



What would I do differently?
● Exercise some patience
● Get my feet on the ground and size up the district first
● Way too many cooks in the kitchen early on
● Crystal clear about the intentions (ie, non-evaluative 

framework)
● Intentional about keeping DLT engaged on some level



Happy to help or share

Tony Aylsworth, Superintendent

Pleasantville Schools

(515) 864-6018

Taylsworth@pvillecsd.org
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¿QUESTIONS?


